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Rincón de Luna Hunting Lodge is a private ranch located in Calamuchita's Valley, 
Córdoba, Argentina.
Huge mountains, deep valleys, amazing ravines and wide winding rivers of this ranch 
make for a challenging hunting area and a magnificent scenery. It is a virgin area, full 
of wildlife.

Rincón de Luna Hunting Lodge is managed by it´s owners; together with its helpful 
staff gives a first class service. This is the right place for your next big game adventu-
re in South America.
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Calamuchita's Valley is a perfect habitat for red stag. 
This is your great opportunity to get an excellent 
trophy. Every day you should see shootable game. 
Game is very abundant. 
The hunting season is from March 1   to July 30   
(fall-winter in Argentina).
The prime rut is from March 15   to May 15  .
There's no doubt that listening deer roaring is an expe-
rience you can not miss. However, the hunting is 
much more interesting after the prime rut.
The moment of hunting red stag in Rincón de Luna 
is during the morning and the afternoon. 
Binoculars are essential for hunting.
30.06 / 7 mm / .308 / .300 and .338  are the recom-
mended calibers. The average shooting distance is 
200 yards. 
Special trophies 320 / 400 + point CLASS S.C.I. 
are available.
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Larysa Unleashed

encouraging youth and female involvement in the outdoors...”
To wach Larysa´s adventure at Rincon de Luna :

Rincon de Luna welcome bow hunters:
We have well appointed bow hides and blinds. Due to the size of the property  hunters are urged 
to be very patient and allow for an adequate number of hunting days, to ensure a successful hunt Bow Hunter Friendly

encouraging youth and female involvement in the outdoors...”

WATER BUFFALO
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The Water Buffalo huntz is a very exciting adventure. 
Adult water Buffalo range in size from 600 to 900 
Kg. (1300 to 2000 Lb) 
This excellent trophy can be hunted at Rincón de 
Luna through out the year.
Recommended caliber is .375 or higher.

WATER BUFFALO



   
  

 

In Rincón de Luna you can also get other trophies 
such as Mouflon Sheep, Multi-horn Sheep, 
Wild Goat, Black Face Sheep and Wild Boar.
The calibers recommendeded for sheep, goats and 
boars are .230 / .270 / 30.06 and .308

MORE SPECIES

 
At Rincón de Luna we offer hunts for the aweso-
me trophy Blackbucks Antelope.
There are no seasonal  restrictions on hunting the 
Blackbucks.
We let our hunter choose the method of hunting 
that they prefer. The successful way is the spot and 
stalk method.     
The caliber recommended for this trophy is 
.230/.270 or similar. 
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Rincón de Luna Hunting Lodge has professio-
nal guides who know the whole area by heart and 
who guide hunters individually (1 on 1 service).
Rincón de Luna also offers different alternatives to 
reach the hunting sites.
Hunters can opt to go to said sites by four-wheeled 
vehicles, horseback or on foot. We recomend  
having the real pleasure of hunting by horseback!

Rincón de Luna!
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are wonderful, plentiful, and wild. And the service -the 

amazing.

family than like clients.

at Rincón de Luna!
Two red stag, a beautiful blackbuck, a wild goat, and 
“the gardener”. (I didn´t know what a gardener was, 

Osvaldo, Rodrigo and especially my guide, Nestor.
Buen Guia!

Bend, Oregon, U.S.A.
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FALLOW DEER
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Fallow deer population in Rincón de Luna allows us 
every year to get excellent trophies of this species.

The hunting season is from March   to August  .
The prime rut encompasses April and May.
.270 / 30.06 / 7 mm and .308 calibers are  recom-
mended.

Red Stag
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FLYFISHING 
Calamuchita Cordoba, Argentina.
The rivers and streams of Cordoba run between 
mountain slopes at altitudes ranging between 3000 
to 6000 feet above sea level. They are clear, cold, 
and ideal for fly fishing. 
Two large rivers, LAS CAÑAS and LOS MACHOS, 
go across Rincón de Luna carrying hundreds of 
rainbow trout in their waters for fly  fishing lovers.
The fishing season is from November to April.

Upgrade your hunt experience
COMBINATION PROGRAMS

HIGHT- VOLUME DOVE HUNTING
Cordoba, Argentina 
Come for the greatest excitement of a dove shoo-
ting ultimate adventure with no limits!The region has 
a delightfull climate that allows grain crops all year 
long. The estimate population is over 20 millons tha 
reproduce up four times annually. 
High volume, unlimited and challenging shooting.

JABALI (wild Boar)
Mendoza, Argentina.
Hunt Jabali by two ways one is to wait for them at 
the observation towers. During full moon nights 
(from evening to late night) they come to these 
places to drink water. Another interesting way is to 
wait for them at the bush edges.

GOLDEN DORADO FISHING
Esquina, Corrientes Argentina.
Dorado are  one of the most exciting and complete 
gamefish. A perfect mixture of beauty and fercoity, 
complex behavior and incredible jumps. Dorado 
exists only in South America. The clear waters of  
Parana River flows clear along beatiful fishy 
banks, sand bars and islands that create deltas a 
smaller streams, are legendary for its Dorado popu-
lation.  First class guides and equipment round out 
this amazing dorado program.
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ACCOMODATION 

Located at the heart of the hunting area Rincón de 
Luna offers  world class accommodations:
º Spacious, warm rooms.
º Living room with a big cozy fireplace. 
º Firearm room, reading room and playing room.
º Overnight bar equipped with a broad range of beve-
rages. 
º Satellite T.V 
º Private rooms with a magnificent landscape to enjoy. 
They are fully equipped with king size beds, private 
bathrooms, Jacuzzis, etc.
Daily maid service.



 

Visa
U.S. Citizens need only a passport, all others need to contact 
their nearest Argentine Consulate to obtain  information.
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We offer delicious dishes made by our international 
chef. Specialty of the house: wild meat. 
Traditional ASADO ARGENTINO (barbecue). We can 
prepare for any  special health and dietary needs.

Our Wine cellar is full of the best Argentinean red 
and white wines. Here you will taste them and enjoy 
an explanation of the different kinds of grapes grown 
in our country.  


